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Reason for referral: 

 
Cllr Hicks has called the application to Plans Committee if the officer recommends that planning 
permission should be granted. The reason for the call in is: 
 

- The proposed residential development is too close to a working farm. There is too much 
potential for future complaints regarding smell, noise and hygiene in what is predominantly a 
farming area. 

 

Relevant History: 

 

Application No. Description Status Closed 
   
     

   

1/0723/2013/FUL Conversion of redundant 
agricultural barns to form two 
residential units and boiler 
house with associated 
parking and site works, a 
proposed conservatory to the 
farmhouse and a solar array. 

PER 05.11.2013 

   

1/0727/2013/LBC Conversion of redundant 
agricultural barns to form two 
residential units and boiler 
house with associated 
parking and site works, a 
proposed conservatory to the 
farmhouse and a solar array. 

PER 05.11.2013 

    

   
   

       

 

Site Description & Proposal 

 
Site Description 
The site is in the hamlet of 'East Putford,' and consists of a former farmstead with Grade II listed 
farmhouse dating from the 16th Century. The site is accessed from the road to the south of the 
farmstead. 
 
Proposed Development 
The planning application seeks full planning permission for the siting of a lodge for holiday 
accommodation, (with improvements to the existing access and a parking area), in a field, which is 
approximately 50 metres to the rear of the main dwelling, and a new detached garage / car port to the 
western side of the dwelling. 
 
The proposed holiday lodge measures 11 metres in length, 5.45 metres in width and 3.5 metres in 
height, (2.2 metres to the eaves). The principal elevation is the north, with decking/veranda facing into 
the field. The proposed materials are cedar cladding for the walls, cedar shingles for the roof, 
aluminium windows, and a timber door. For the parking area compacted scalping and passive infrared 
sensor (PIR) lighting is proposed. The location of the proposed car parking area is shown on the 'Site 
Survey Plan.' 
 
The proposed detached garage measures 5.5 in depth by 6 metres in width, (3 metre width car port 
and 3 metre width garage), and 3.6 metres in overall height. The garage part is to be enclosed, with 
double doors to the front (north) elevation. 
 
 



Consultee representations: 

 
East Putford Parish/Town Council:  
West and East Putford Parish Council wish to recommend refusal on the following grounds: 
1. The lodge would be changing the use of an agricultural field to a residential and would set a 
precedent. If the planning officer is minded to approve the Application, the Parish Council request that 
a Covenant should be added to ensure no further development takes place on that piece of land. 
2. The lodge is sited too close to existing agricultural buildings. The current requirement is that 
agricultural buildings are a certain distance away from existing buildings. 
3, Objections are raised in respect of the garage relating to the material of the roof construction not 
being in keeping with a Listed Building property adjacent to it. 
 
Environmental Protection Officer:  
In relation to the above application, it is noted that the application site is in close proximity to 
agricultural buildings which appear to be outside the ownership of the applicant to the east. 
Depending on the use of the buildings, there is the potential for detriment to residential amenity. For 
example, livestock accommodation may result in an adverse impact from noise, odour and fly 
nuisance associated with livestock. However, it is acknowledged that the proposed dwelling is to be 
used as a holiday let where occupants will be transient as opposed to permanent residents. 
Subsequently, any concerns for residential amenity are significantly minimised. The Environmental 
Protection Team considers it prudent to ensure a condition is imposed stipulating the use as holiday 
accommodation only. 
 
The proposed development will be served by an existing non-mains foul drainage provision that 
discharges to a watercourse. The applicant will need to ensure the existing provision has sufficient 
capacity to accommodate additional loading. This Authority must be satisfied that the receiving 
watercourse has a continual annual flow as per the requirements of DEFRA's General Binding Rules. 
The applicant should be asked to provide video footage and photographic evidence of the 
watercourse and its flow as well as any formal maps that indicate its presence.  
 
Conservation Officer:  
Proposed wooden lodge for no.1 holiday let with car parking and access track and creation of new 
garage & car port for existing dwelling. 
The proposal to replace a former outbuilding in this forecourt area is not opposed. The area has been 
cleared and maintained as part of the curtilage of this listed property. The construction of a timber 
framed structure is considered not to harm the significance of the property and its location is similar to 
a previous dilapidated structure which has been removed. 
The structure is set behind the front boundary hedge and so is screened from the road. 
The proposal is considered acceptable in terms of the guidance as expressed in paragraph 196 of the 
NPPF in that there is little visual impact on the setting of the house over and above the previous 
situation. 
 
Devon County Council (Highways):  
No response received.  
 

Representations: 

 
Number of neighbours consulted:  5  Number of letters of support:  0 
Number of representations received:  7 Number of neutral representations: 2 
Number of objection letters:  5  

 
A site notice was posted at/near to the site for at least 24 days. 
 
Eight representations have been received, two of which are neutral comments, and six are objections, 
(4 objections are from the same couple). 
 
The following issues are raised:- 



 
Holiday lodge:- 
 
- The proposal does not comply with Local Plan Policy DM18 (2) (a) (b) or (c); 
- The holiday business currently runs from an unrestricted dwelling, which could cease at any time, 
and therefore 'flawed basis on which to permit purpose built holiday accommodation in open 
countryside' / does not represent an 'existing tourism business.' 
- Query the 'justification' and the 'need' for it, and does not meet part of a holiday facility; 
- Under occupancy currently - only 40-50%; 
- No details of net income, so it is not possible to ascertain how successful the business might be or 
how the lodge will compliment it; 
- Can income be used as justification again - was used on a previous application for the conversions 
to residential - the planning officer accepted the applicant’s financial situation previously? 
- Sets a precedent for future applications for holiday units on this site, more holiday lodges to come, 
(i.e., a holiday park / 'Powlers Piece'); 
- There are now three properties where there was one / 'quiet, peaceful hamlet' to change 
dramatically / three lettings too much for rural hamlet; 
- Impact of the holiday accommodation in open countryside, on a greenfield site, and further 
expansion on the area; 
- Inappropriate and unnecessary development / outside of the residential envelope; 
- Impact on landscape character, (re: materials for wooden chalet), (contrary to Landscape Strategy 
and Local Plan Policy DM18 (2) (f)); 
- No floor levels provided - in order to make sense of the height. 
- Not 'sustainable tourism,' (visitors have to drive); 
- Increased traffic, on minor roads, narrow lanes, with no passing bays, winding/steep hills, and large 
agricultural vehicles, (contrary to Local Plan Policy DM18 (2) (e)); 
- The proposed location could lead to complaints (from applicants), about the activities of the 
neighbouring agricultural livestock business; 
- Should not be sited close to the neighbouring farmers livestock buildings; 
- Beef cattle and sheep agricultural business vital for livelihoods; 
- Could be used as residential (same Use Class) and open to statutory nuisance complaint due to 
proximity / visitors feeding livestock; 
- Loss of privacy for neighbours who use the field adjacent, (horse riding / family leisure time); 
- Conditions can be easily overturned - is it possible to restrict via Sec 106, rather than a condition, 
(which can be easily varied or removed without consulting the Parish Council / neighbours)?; 
 
Garage:- 
- The impact on the Grade II Listed Building (LB), (heritage asset), (the significance of the asset and 
its immediate or wider rural setting / roadside facade), has not been properly assessed as required by 
NPPF; 
- The Heritage Statement (within the Design and Access Statement) does not consider the impact on 
the LB; 
- No Listed Building Consent application has been submitted; 
- Application refers to previous barn structures in the same location, but they have been demolished 
some time ago; 
- No objection to the garage/car port as long as in keeping with the locality; 
- Materials should be in harmony with the Grade II LB / respect the building line / interrupts west side 
of the house. 
 

Policy Context: 

 
North Devon and Torridge Local Plan 2011-2031:  
ST02 (Mitigating Climate Change); ST03 (Adapting to Climate Change and Strengthening Resilience); 
ST04 (Improving the Quality of Development); ST07 (Spatial Development Strategy for Northern 
Devon's Rural Area); ST13 (Sustainable Tourism); ST14 (Enhancing Environmental Assets); ST15 
(Conserving Heritage Assets); DM01 (Amenity Considerations); DM02 (Environmental Protection); 
DM04 (Design Principles); DM05 (Highways); DM06 (Parking Provision); DM07 (Historic 



Environment); DM08 (Biodiversity and Geodiversity); DM08A (Landscape and Seascape Character); 
DM14 (Rural Economy) and DM18 (Tourism Accommodation). 
 
Government Guidance: 
DM08 (Biodiversity and Geodiversity); DM08A (Landscape and Seascape Character); DM14 (Rural 
Economy); DM18 (Tourism Accommodation); NPPF (National Planning Policy Framework); NPPG 
(National Planning Practice Guidance); NERC (Natural Environment & Rural Communities) and 
WACA (Wildlife & Countryside Act 1981). 
 

Planning Considerations 

 
Main planning considerations 
1. Principle of development 
2. Access, Parking and Highway Safety 
3. Character and appearance (including landscape; design and heritage) 
4. Residential amenity 
5. Ecology 
6. Flooding and Drainage 
 
Principle of development 
The site is located in the countryside; therefore, Policy ST07 of the North Devon and Torridge Local 
Plan (NDTLP) must be applied. Policy ST07 restricts development in the countryside to be limited to 
that which is enabled to meet local economic and social needs, rural building reuse and development 
that is necessarily restricted to a countryside location. The proposal for a detached garage to be 
ancillary to a residential dwelling is in principle accepted. 
 
In terms of the proposed holiday lodge, the adopted Local Plan supports tourism and recognises that 
it is an integral part of the economy of northern Devon, 'The area has a wealth of tourism facilities and 
attractions, the majority of which are based on the value provided by the area's environmental assets.' 
 
The National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) also supports 'sustainable rural tourism' which 
respects the character of the countryside, (Paragraph 83). 
 
Policy ST13: 'Sustainable Tourism,' of the Local Plan supports, 'high quality tourism development that 
promotes a year round industry.' Paragraph 5.31 of the Local Plan states 'In order to achieve the 
objective of sustainable tourism, the area's tourism "offer" must be enhanced. Sustainable tourism 
development in northern Devon will be focused on qualitative improvements, which could include 
expansion of existing facilities. Delivery of a quality product, not only through environmental 
safeguards but also through improved standards in the quality and range of accommodation and 
attractions, is an important element in achieving sustainable development. A quality rather than 
quantity approach is required if the sector is to keep pace with continually evolving requirements and 
expectations. Proposals that result in the enhancement of existing attractions and destinations will be 
supported.' In addition, Policy DM14: 'Rural Economy' of the Local Plan support economic aims for 
the rural area to accommodate sustainable tourism and countryside recreation. 
 
As the proposal is for holiday accommodation, Policy DM18 needs to be applied due to the location of 
the proposal in the open countryside; part (2) of DM18 is applied and supports development where it:- 
 
(a) is related directly to and compatible in scale with an existing tourism, visitor or leisure attraction; or 
(b) reuses or converts existing buildings; or 
(c) improves facilities for or diversifies the range or improves the quality of existing tourism 
accommodation; and in all cases: 
(d) the scale and character of the proposal is appropriate to the size of the existing settlement or 
tourism attraction; 
(e) the local road network can accommodate the type and scale of traffic to be generated and the 
safety of public highway users is maintained; 



(f) is designed to respect and enhance the key characteristics of the relevant landscape character 
types; 
(g) identified environmental and heritage assets are not subject to significant harm, are conserved or 
enhanced, with particular respect to the setting and special qualities of nationally important 
landscapes, the Undeveloped Coast, biodiversity and heritage designations; and 
(h) protects and enhances the setting and special qualities of the Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty 
and provides an overall environmental enhancement when assessed throughout a year. 
 
The background text for the policy explains, that 'In the countryside, new proposals for tourism 
accommodation will often be directly related to an existing visitor or leisure attraction. Smaller forms of 
serviced accommodation, such as guest houses and bed and breakfast establishments may be 
acceptable in rural areas where they involve the adaptation and conversion of a building or help to 
improve existing facilities.' 
 
Taking account of the above planning policy position, the proposal for a new building, rather than 
conversion in the countryside is not supported unless it 'Improves facilities for or diversifies the range 
or improves the quality of existing tourism accommodation'. Policy DM18 of the Local Plan allows for 
new proposals for tourism accommodation where they help to 'improve existing facilities.' 
 
There are two converted barns on the site, (planning reference 1/0723/2013/FUL), and one, 'Raleigh 
Barn,' is currently being used as a holiday let and has been for seven years. The other, 'Raleigh 
Cottage,' is being used as residential for a relative, but can also be used as a holiday cottage, (and is 
advertised as such, although it states, 'not currently available,' on the applicant's website).  
 
The average annual occupancy rates for 'Raleigh Barn,' have been submitted with the planning 
application, and the years 2015 and 2017 show 70%. The lowest average annual occupancy rate was 
56% in 2016. The last two years have seen below average due to the impact of Covid-19.  
 
Further information has been requested and submitted from the applicants, and this states that over 
seven years the average annual occupancy rates is 32 weeks with a maximum of 37 weeks achieved. 
A letter from 'Helpful Holidays,' (appended to the applicant's further information), states 'We achieved 
an average of 30 weeks per property, some units locally booked for more than 45 weeks.' A letter 
from 'Canopy and Stars,' states 'As the design of Raleigh Lodge will allow it to operate year-round, it 
will contribute to extending the visitor season in the North Devon local area. We see this fast 
becoming a year-round industry and we have seen a 30-40% growth in November & December 
bookings for the past two years. There is no reason why Raleigh Lodge cannot be operating 365 days 
of the year on a high occupancy rate.' 
 
It is considered therefore that there is existing tourism accommodation on the site. Information on 
advertising online, which has been provided by the applicant, (but is not public on the Local 
Authority's website), shows that the applicants have been advertising since 2014, and there have 
been 43 reviews resulting in the Certified of Excellence Award (TripAdvisor) and an award from 
Booking.com. The applicants also have a Green Tourism Award 'Gold.' The information states 'The 
efforts of the owners in achieving this have been recognised by the current holiday let achieving a 
Gold Green Tourism award and becoming a North Devon Biosphere Business Partner...The lodge will 
make use of the existing low carbon systems already in place on the site. For example, the on-site 
solar panels will generate almost double the amount of electricity required by the three outbuildings 
(Raleigh Barn, Cottage and the proposed Lodge).' The proposal therefore also accords with Policy 
ST02: 'Mitigating Climate Change.' 
 
Policy DM18 of the Local Plan requires applicants to demonstrate that proposals for the expansion of 
existing tourism accommodation will improve facilities for or diversify the range or improve the quality 
of existing tourism accommodation.  
 
The existing accommodation 'Raleigh Barn' offers two en-suite bedrooms, aimed at couples 
holidaying together or families with up to 2 children. 'Raleigh Cottage' is a picturesque one bed 
thatched cottage with an enclosed private garden, ideal for 'romantic' stay for a couple. The proposed 
lodge however is intended 'to be an 'at one with nature' experience in slightly quirky accommodation 



to appeal to a couple wanting to enjoy the wildflower meadow and its associated wildlife and/or taking 
the opportunity for star gazing in the 'Bortle Class 3 Skies,' (equals the best quality dark skies for 
astronomy in the UK).' Three letters have been sent from holiday companies, who agree that the 
proposed wooden cabin will diversify the range of existing accommodation and prove a popular, year 
round destination for many holiday makers. 
 
The letter from 'Canopy and Stars,' states, 'Unlike traditional holiday accommodation, what makes 
spaces like Raleigh Lodge special is the experience. A key economic trend of 2019 and 2020 has 
been the "experience economy" with a societal shift seeing people spending considerably more on 
'experiences' rather than 'things'. Consumers desire unique, spontaneous, and immersive 
experiences wherever they are. They want multisensory experiences, beyond sight and sound, and 
nature plays a huge part in this. Guests appreciate the ability to learn about and have access to wild 
natural spots in the UK.' 
 
The existing quality of the accommodation is high, and on TripAdvisor '95% are 5* reviews. The 
materials (internally and externally) are considered to be of high quality, and sympathetic to the 
historic fabric and setting of the Listed Building. One of the reasons for the approval of the conversion 
of the barns to full residential, (rather than holiday use only), was that 'the conversion of the barns to a 
full residential use would ensure that the most appropriate forms of conversion are adopted for the 
historic fabric of the building,' (planning officer Delegated Report), (planning reference 
1/0723/2013/FUL). With regards to the comments about the justification for the holiday unit, and the 
financial detail of the applicants, this is not required for the planning application, and is no longer a 
requirement for the conversion of rural buildings (Policy DM27), as in the previous Local Plan. 
 
Therefore, the proposed lodge is considered to 'diversify the range,' (rather than 'improves the quality 
of existing tourism accommodation,' which is stated as 'or' in the policy) as the quality is already high, 
and Policies DM18 Part 2 (c) and ST07 provide in principle support. Other material considerations, 
such as design, highways and amenity are covered below. 
 
Access, Parking and Highway issues 
Paragraph 109 of the NPPF advises that development should only be prevented or refused on 
highway grounds if there would be an unacceptable impact on highway safety, or the residual 
cumulative impacts on the road network would be severe. 
 
Policy DM05 in the Local Plan requires development to have safe and well designed vehicular access 
and egress, adequate parking and layouts which consider the needs and accessibility of all highway 
users including cyclists and pedestrians, and all development shall protect and enhance existing 
public rights of way, footways, cycleways and bridleways and facilitate improvements to existing or 
provide new connections to these routes where practical to do so. Policy DM04: 'Design Principles' 
has a criterion related to 'safe and appropriate highway access.'  
 
Policy DM06 of the Local Plan states that proposals will be expected to provide an appropriate scale 
and range of parking provision to meet anticipated needs. The application site, (holiday units), and the 
main house have separate accesses. There is adequate visibility at both accesses. With regards to 
the proposed detached garage, there are no changes to the existing access, and the siting is in the 
existing car parking area. It appears that adequate parking and manoeuvring of vehicles can be 
provided within the site, (for both the main house and the holiday lodge).  
 
DM18 supports development where:- 
(e) the local road network can accommodate the type and scale of traffic to be generated and the 
safety of public highway users is maintained; 
 
The site is located in the open countryside and is remote from existing services and facilities, which in 
highway terms may be considered an unsustainable location. It is widely accepted that the public 
transport network in rural areas is not always sufficient to service certain forms of development, for 
example tourism uses, which would generally be off main routes and would attract seasonal visitors. 
However, although the location of the site would normally be considered as unsustainable, the 
benefits of tourism to the rural economy outweigh the sustainability concerns. Although the routes are 



used by farm vehicles, the location is less than one mile to a classified road, and less than two miles 
to 'Powler's Piece,' which is on a route between ‘Bideford’ and ‘Bradworthy,’ (food, shopping etc).  
 
There are opportunities for walking, and/or cycling along lanes, and the speeds are low. The increase 
in vehicle trips from one holiday unit, on top of the existing situation, is not considered to be severe 
enough to warrant a refusal of the application, nor that there would be an unacceptable impact on 
highway safety. It is acknowledged that the rural economy relies on a variety of businesses, who have 
to share the transport routes. 
 
The Highway Authority has been consulted and has made no comments. The Parish Council have 
objected, but they make no comments with regards to highway safety and/or the local road network. 
 
The proposed works therefore accord with policies DM04 (h), DM05, DM06 and DM18 (e) of the Local 
Plan. 
 
The impact upon the character of the area (including landscape, design and heritage) 
Policies DM04: 'Design Principles' and ST04: 'Improving the Quality of Development' in the Local Plan 
aim to ensure good quality design. Policy DM18 is also concerned about the impact on landscape 
character. 
 
The NPPF, (specifically Part 12), attaches great importance to the design of the built environment and 
states that developments should be sympathetic to local character and history, including the 
surrounding built environment, while not preventing or discouraging appropriate innovation or change. 
Great weight should be given to outstanding or innovative designs which promote high levels of 
sustainability or help raise the standard of design more generally in an area, so long as they fit in with 
the overall form and layout of their surroundings. 
 
Policy DM08A: 'Landscape and Seascape,' states that development should be of an appropriate 
scale, mass and design that recognises and respects landscape character of both designated and 
undesignated landscapes and seascapes; it should avoid adverse landscape and seascape impacts 
and seek to enhance the landscape and seascape assets wherever possible. The site is not within a 
designated landscape area.  
 
Policy DM18: 'Tourism Accommodation,' states that development will be supported where it '(f) is 
designed to respect and enhance the key characteristics of the relevant landscape character types' 
(LCT's). The ‘Joint Landscape Character Assessment for North Devon and Torridge Districts’ has the 
location of the lodge just within LCT's '1F: Farmed Lowland Moorland and Culm Grassland,' and the 
dwellings within '3A: Upper Farmed Wooded Valley Slopes.' 
 
The site is screened from distant views by the fact it is enclosed by semi-mature trees and is not 
visible from public areas. The proposed unit is single storey, and low profile, and clad with natural 
looking materials. The proposed lodge will be on ground level, (the height is on the submitted plans), 
but a condition is added to request further detail of the ground levels to ensure it is not elevated. The 
boundary hedgerows/trees are to be retained, with small trees/scrub to be removed to provide the 
parking area. The proposed parking area is screened by existing hedges and an outhouse. The 
applicants agree to a condition requesting details on landscaping. 
 
The summary of special qualities for LCT '3A,' mentions the 'Little or no light pollution resulting in 
starlit skies' which is part of the unique offer and diversifying the range. Also 'species-rich hedge 
banks,' are valued, and the conditions which relate to ecology and landscaping will enhance this. 
There are intentions by the applicants to raise awareness of wildlife, (which could include Culm 
grasslands), to visitors (the site itself is not Culm Grassland). A condition restricting external lighting is 
applied to prevent impacts from light spill, (for landscape and ecology reasons). 
 
The use of the materials respects this countryside location. The unit appears to be a relatively mobile 
structure and the land could be reverted back to its current use by the moving / removal of the unit. 
The addition of one unit is considered to be appropriate to the size of the existing settlement. 
 



It is considered, therefore that the proposed unit is appropriate in scale, design and materials and will 
be compatible with the context and would not detract from the character and appearance of the area. 
 
Heritage 
The main dwelling is Grade II listed.  
 
Policy ST15: 'Conserving Heritage Assets' of the Local Plan aims to preserve and enhance northern 
Devon's historic environment, and Policy DM07 supports proposals which conserve and enhance 
heritage assets and their settings. 
 
The NPPF, (specifically Part 16), states that 'Local Planning Authorities should identify and assess 
the particular significance of any heritage asset that may be affected by a proposal (including by 
development affecting the setting of a heritage asset) taking account of the available evidence and 
any necessary expertise.' 
 
Policy DM18 supports development where:- 
(g) identified environmental and heritage assets are not subject to significant harm, are conserved or 
enhanced, with particular respect to the setting and special qualities of nationally important 
landscapes, the Undeveloped Coast, biodiversity and heritage designations. 
 
The Local Authority's Conservation Officer has been consulted, and with regards to the detached 
garage, has no objections, (making no comments about the holiday lodge). The Conservation Officer 
has confirmed that the information submitted with the application is adequate, and has had regards to 
NPPF Para 189, which states 'The level of detail should be proportionate to the assets' importance 
and no more than is sufficient to understand the potential impact of the proposal on their significance.' 
 
The proposed holiday lodge is 50 metres away and there are out-buildings and vegetation in-
between. It cannot be read along with the listed building, and there is considered therefore to not have 
a detrimental impact on the Grade II listed building. 
 
The works are therefore considered to be appropriate in scale, design, and materials and compatible 
with the context, and it is considered that the works would not detract from the character and 
appearance of the area. In summary, the proposal accords with Policies DM04, ST04, DM07, ST15, 
DM08A and DM18 (d, f and g) of the Local Plan, the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) and 
National Planning Policy Guidance (NPPG). 
 
The impact on residential amenity 
Policy DM01: 'Amenity Considerations' confirms that development will be supported where it would 
not significantly harm the amenities of any neighbouring occupiers or uses; and result in harm to the 
future occupiers of the development from existing or allocated uses. Policy DM04: 'Design Principles' 
aims to ensure the amenities of existing and future neighbouring occupiers are safeguarded. 
 
The nearest residential property to the proposed holiday lodge is 'Raleigh Cottage,' which is 
approximately 20-30 metres away. There are no other dwellings in the vicinity. The detached garage 
is within the curtilage of the main dwelling and does not impact on neighbouring dwellings. 
 
The approval is accompanied with a condition, which restricts the use to holiday accommodation only.  
 
The Local Authority’s Environmental Protection Team have been consulted and have no objections to 
the proposed lodge being in close proximity to livestock buildings as long as a condition is imposed 
stipulating that the use be for holiday accommodation only. In terms of complaints, the applicant has 
informed the Local Planning Authority that the previous complaints were with regards to dogs and 
building works, with noise early in the morning, and not related to the 'smell, noise and hygiene’ of 
agricultural activities. 
 
Environmental Protection have confirmed that the removal of the holiday tie is not likely to be 
supported, given the proximity to livestock sheds. A planning application would need to be made to 
remove or vary the holiday condition, with evidence of marketing for at least 12 months submitted 



alongside. This type of planning application would be subject to public consultation. However, a future 
planning application to remove the holiday condition is unlikely to be supported by the Local Planning 
Authority. 
 
In terms of agricultural activity, the Local Plan is also supportive. Paragraph 13.90 states 'The 
Councils recognise the importance of retaining and providing employment opportunities in the rural 
area as a means of ensuring a diverse and healthy rural economy. Employment development, 
agricultural development, tourism, and energy developments all have a role in the rural economy. The 
Local Plan seeks to ensure that extensive opportunities remain for rural economic diversification that 
provides necessary employment to sustain rural communities.' 
 
The proposed unit will not create a situation where the occupants will be overlooking a neighbouring 
dwelling or be overlooked by the occupants of a neighbouring dwelling. There would be no loss of 
light, loss of privacy, overshadowing etc, to occupants of neighbouring dwellings. The loss of privacy 
to users of an adjacent agricultural field, which is also occasionally used for horse riding, is not 
considered to be significant enough harm to warrant a refusal of the application and is not contrary to 
Local Plan policies. 
 
There is adequate amenity and parking space remaining within the land owned by the applicants.  
 
The proposed works therefore accord with Policies DM01 and DM04 of the Local Plan. 
 
Ecology 
Local Planning Authorities have a statutory duty to ensure that the impact of development on wildlife 
is fully considered during the determination of a planning application under the Wildlife and 
Countryside Act 1981 (as amended), Natural Environment and Rural Communities Act 2006, The 
Conservation of Habitats and Species Regulations 2010 (Habitats Regulations 2010). This is further 
reinforced within the North Devon and Torridge Local Plan through policies DM08 and ST14. 
 
The proposal does trigger the need for a wildlife report or statement. The application is accompanied 
by a 'Preliminary Ecological Appraisal' by Green Lane Ecology (dated November 2020), which states 
'By following the recommendations in this report it is reasonable to conclude that no wildlife legislation 
will be contravened by the proposed development and any adverse impact upon local wildlife will be 
negligible; as a result, no protected species surveys are required.' A condition is added to ensure that 
the recommendations are followed, and an additional condition is attached to prevent external lighting 
without the approval of the LPA. 
 
Policy ST14 of the NDTLP requires that development contributes to a net gain in northern Devon's 
biodiversity where possible. The report suggests bat boxes. A condition is applied. 
 
The proposal therefore accords with Policies DM08 and ST14 of the Local Plan, with conditions 
attached to the planning permission. 
 
Flooding and Drainage 
Policy ST03 'Adapting to Climate Change and Strengthening Resilience' requires that development 
should be designed to adopt effective water management whilst Policy DM04 establishes that water 
management must be addressed by development.  
 
The site is not located in a flood risk area, area at risk of surface water flooding, and/or Critical 
Drainage Area. Track surfaces will be permeable and roof water will be directed to soakaways. 
 
The proposed development will be served by an existing non-mains foul drainage provision that 
discharges to a watercourse. The applicant will need to ensure the existing provision has sufficient 
capacity to accommodate additional loading. At the planning officer visit it was evident that the stream 
has continuous flow. Providing the watercourse has a constant flow throughout the year, the foul 
drainage proposal does appear to meet the General Binding Rules and would be considered 
acceptable. It is therefore considered that there is adequate provision for drainage. 
 



Other issues 
There is no ability for the Local Planning Authority to place a covenant on the piece of land and a 
section 106 agreement would not be reasonable. A condition is added to ensure that the use cannot 
move within residential Use Class C3 without planning permission. The change of use to a holiday 
use is only within the red line on the approved ‘Location Plan,’ and not the whole field. Any further 
applications for holiday units, will be assessed on their own merits, and the policy is worded to 
account for this:- (d) the scale and character of the proposal is appropriate to the size of the existing 
settlement or tourism attraction. 
 
The objections of the Parish Council are noted, however for the reasons discussed above it is 
considered that they do not form the basis for a recommendation of refusal to be made. 
 
Conclusion 
It is concluded that the principle of development is acceptable for the reasons stated above. There 
would be no detrimental impact on the character and appearance of the area, and/or impact on 
heritage assets and/or residential amenity. There are no highway, parking / access issues. There is 
no harm on protected species and the proposed unit and associated parking and drainage, accords 
with policies ST07, DM14, DM18, ST13, ST03, ST02, DM04, ST04, DM05, DM06, DM08A, DM08, 
ST14 and DM01. For the reasons given the recommendation for this application is for it to be 
approved with conditions attached. 
 

Human rights 

 
Consideration has been given to the Human Rights Act 1998. 
 

Conclusion 

 
It is therefore considered that subject to the compliance with the attached conditions and taking into 
account all other material planning considerations, including the development plan the proposal would 
be acceptable.  
 

Recommendation 

 
GRANT subject to the following conditions:- 
 
 1         The development to which this permission relates must be begun no later than the expiration 

of three years beginning with the date on which this permission is granted. 
            
 Reason: The time limit condition is imposed in order to comply with the time requirements of 

Section 91 of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990 (as amended). 
 
 2         The development hereby permitted shall be carried out in accordance with the approved plans 

listed in the Plans Schedule. 
            
           Reason: To ensure the development is carried out in accordance with the approved plans. 
 
 3         The building hereby approved shall be used for holiday accommodation and for no other 

purpose (including any other purpose in Class C3 of the Schedule to the Town and Country 
Planning (Use Classes) Order 1987 (as amended, or in any provision equivalent to that Class 
in any statutory instrument revoking and re-enacting that Order with or without modification).  

                                  
           Reason: To ensure that the holiday accommodation is occupied in accordance with the 

justification for the development provided. 
 
 4         Upon commencement of the use hereby approved the owner/site operator shall keep a record 

of all persons who have occupied the building for holiday purposes, including details of the 



duration of their stay on the form attached. Such records shall be kept on the attached form 
and made available for inspection by the Local Planning Authority upon prior written request. 

                                  
           Reason: To enable the Local Planning Authority to ensure that the premises are occupied 

strictly in accordance with the restrictions imposed. 
 
 5         Prior to commencement of the works hereby approved, a section of the proposed holiday 

lodge, showing the amount of excavation required in order for it to be level on the land, details 
of the excavation and materials to be used in the parking area and any proposed landscaping 
(native species of hedges), shall be submitted to and agreed in writing by the Local Planning. 
The agreed details shall be implemented before the development hereby permitted is brought 
into use and shall thereafter be retained as such. 

            
           Reason: To enable the Local Planning Authority to the amount of excavation and suitability of 

the materials to be used for the development. 
 
 6         Prior to the commencement of development, (and after construction and during use), the 

recommendations as outlined in Part 4 of the 'Preliminary Ecological Appraisal' by Green Lane 
Ecology (dated November 2020), shall be followed. 

            
           Reason: To prevent adverse impacts upon local wildlife. 
 
 7         Prior to the first use of the development hereby permitted, a Kent bat box shall be located on 

the holiday unit, hereby approved. 
            
           Reason: To provide a net gain in biodiversity in accordance with Policy ST14 of the adopted 

North Devon and Torridge Local Plan 2011-2031. 
 
 8         There shall be no security or flood lighting erected on the holiday lodge hereby permitted 

without the further written approval of the local planning authority. 
            
           Reason: In order to ensure that bat species are not prejudiced by any external lighting and that 

landscape character is not harmed. 
 

Plans Schedule 

 
Reference Received 

  

Location Plan  03.02.2021 
   

Block Plan  01.02.2021 
   

Lodge - Site Plan  03.02.2021 
   

Lodge - North Elevation  01.02.2021 
   

Lodge - South Elevation  01.02.2021 
   

Lodge - East & West Elevations  01.02.2021 
   

Lodge - Floor Plan  03.02.2021 
   

Garage - Site Plan  03.02.2021 
   

Garage - North & South Elevations  03.02.2021 
   

Garage - East & West Elevations  01.02.2021 
   

Garage - Floor Plan  03.02.2021 
  

 

Statement of Engagement 

 
In accordance with paragraph 38 of the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) in dealing with 
this application, the Council has worked with the applicant in the following positive and proactive 
manner.  
  



In this instance there was a need for further engagement as to how the proposed lodge 'diversified 
the range,' and the intended use, previous complaints / issues raised, and drainage to the 
watercourse. 
  
Further information on the existing holiday lets, and expert opinion on the proposed lodge by holiday 
companies, was submitted by the applicant, and two site meetings were had to discuss the existing 
tourism offer and the future plans/intentions and assess the watercourse. A meeting was also held 
with the neighbouring occupants on their farm. In such ways the Council has demonstrated a positive 
and proactive manner in seeking solutions to problems arising in relation to the planning application. 
 


